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Get AI-based protection from phishing and account takeover.

Key Benefits
Block threats already in your inbox: Traditional email filters only filter incoming 

emails. Sentinel integrates directly into O�ce 365 to find threats inside your mail 

system that security gateways can’t see.

Stay a step ahead of attackers with AI-based threat detection: Sentinel learns 

your business’s unique communication patterns to detect personalized fraud in 

real-time to protect against business email compromise and account takeover.

Stop wasting time managing static security rules: Sentinel is truly a 

zero-administration tool. It works silently in the background to block fraudulent 

emails from reaching users with no impact on performance.

Why choose MAPLE?

Enterprise level service for a fraction of 

the investment

Highly skilled team with 25 years of 

delivering services to customers 

worldwide

Maple’s data centres are ISO27001 & 

ISO9001 certified, Government 

OFFICIAL and NHS N3 certified

Bespoke, fully transparent service

Introducing 
Sentinel
Sentinel detects threats that 

traditional email security 

systems can't. It integrates 

directly with Microsoft O�ce 365 

APIs to detect attacks coming 

from both internal and external 

sources. It uses artificial 

intelligence to detect signs of 

malicious intent and deception 

within every email with virtually 

no IT administration required.

SENTINEL

CYBER
Part of the BDR Family



Key features
Real-time protection against targeted attacks like 

spear phishing and cyber fraud.

Utilises AI to predict and prevent future attacks-unique 

in the market.

Domain fraud protection using DMARC authentication 

and visibility.

Direct connection to O�ce 365 via API - no impact on

network performance or user experience.

Easy to deploy and manage - set-up takes less than 

five minutes.

Works with any email security solution (Essentials,

Exchange Online Protection, others).

Simulated spear phishing training for high-risk 

individuals.

Are you using O�ce 365?

Have you been hit with spear phishing attacks - 

including CEO or other exec impersonations?

Are you currently protecting your users from 

targeted attacks like spear phishing?

Have one of your employees fallen victim to 

these types of attacks (sent money, W2s, etc.)

Complimentary services

To discuss your requirements or to find out more about how Sentinel

can help your business there are a number of things you can do:

How to find out more

Call us on

020 8941 0770info@maplecom.co.uk www.maplecom.co.uk
Email us on Visit our website at

start with an email

91%
of ALL cyber attacks

with your O�ce 365 
tenant

1 minute
Setup time

identified to date

4 million
spear phishing attacks

The Statistics

SECURITY. FLEXIBILITY. BACKUP. AS A SERVICE
Delivering true peace of mind to our customers

THE DETAIL
Is it the right service for you?

Email Security 
Gateway

Email Threat 
Scanner

CloudGen 
Firewall

Web Security 
Gateway

Web Application 
Firewall


